ASPIRATION PRAYER FOR THE LONG LIFE OF TULKU JIGMÉ
WANGDRAK RINPOCHE

OM SOTI Ö TSHEN TONG BAR GYAL WA TSHÉ T’HA YAY
Om Swasti Buddha Amitabha and Buddha Amitayus,

YI ZHIN KHOR LO TSUK TOR NAM PAR GYAL
Tara Yizhin Khorlo, Nampar Gyalma,

CHHI MÉ CHHOK DRUB OR GYEN PAY JUNG SOK
Orgyen Pema Jungney, holder of the siddhi of supreme immortality,

RIK DZIN TSHÉ YI LHA LA SOL WA DEB
And all intrinsic awareness holding masters, deities of longevity—to
you I pray.

CHHOK GI TRUL KU JIK MÉ WANG DRAK TSHEN
May the supreme nirmanikaya emanation, Tulku Jigme Wangdrak,

KU TSHÉ MIN GYUR ZHI WAY SHIY SU TEN
Remain in unchanging long life, firmly grounded in the peaceful nature,

ZHAB ZUNG GÉ LEK NOR BÜ RÉ KHA CHHÉ
His two feet planted in the jewel-like auspicious presence of virtue and
goodness.
Long life Prayer for Jigmé Wangdrak Rinpoche

TAK TEN GYUR MÉ KAL GYAR TSHO ZHEY SOL
We pray he lives for hundreds of eons, in everlasting, unchanging, eternal presence!

At the request of several of his students, this long life prayer was written in Beijing, the great capitol of China, by Drodul Chöying Kunzang Wang, commonly known as Kunzang Wangmo. The scribe was Dorje Drakpa.